Teach Yourself VISUALLY Android Phones And Tablets (Teach Yourself VISUALLY (Tech))
Experience all your Android device has to offer! Teach Yourself VISUALLY Android Phones and Tablets, 2nd Edition is the perfect resource if you are a visual learner who wants to master the ins and outs of the Android operating system. With step-by-step instructions driven by targeted, easy-to-understand graphics, this informative book shines a light on the features, functions, and quirks of the Android OS and shows you how to use them. With the guidance provided by this easy to follow resource, you will quickly access, download, and enjoy books, apps, music, and video content, as well as photos, emails, and other forms of media, right from your phone or tablet! This book is perfect for Android users at beginner to intermediate levels. The Android operating system is graphics intensive, which is why a visual guide is the best way to navigate your Android device.

Now that the Android OS is available on both phones and tablets, you can maximize the productivity and convenience of your devices by mastering the features, functions, and quirks of this operating system. Explore the latest Android features and functions Peruse full-color illustrations that walk you, step-by-step, through instructions for using the Android operating system Discover how to access, download, and enjoy multimedia content Sync your Android devices to maximize their capabilities Teach Yourself VISUALLY Android Phones and Tablets, 2nd Edition is the top resource for visual learners wanting to further explore the capabilities of Android devices.
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**Customer Reviews**
This is a very nicely organized book. It begins with a How to Use This Book that clearly explains the conventions used so that the user can see at a glance the way a particular item is organized, e.g., Numbered steps, Bulleted steps, and Indented steps. The Table of Contents shows it covers practically all the topics a user would want to know, like set-up, text and audio input, sharing with others, networking, phoning, apps, web-browsing, e-mail, photos, maps, and trouble-shooting. I might have appreciated some suggestions for especially useful apps, but given the diversity of interests users have this might be too difficult to do. The problem is that there are MANY devices using the Android operating system. This book uses the Google Nexus 5 phone as a reference and a Nexus 7 tablet. Since it is teaching visually, the nice photos and diagrams use these devices. My Samsung Galaxy S5 has many of the controls in different places and different displays, e.g., on the Calendar function, in order to find Settings the book tells me to touch the Menu, which it shows as represented by three horizontal bars, to find Settings. There is an icon with horizontal bars on my Calendar app, but it takes me to selections of Year, Month, Day, etc. There is no label that says Menu on either phone. In order to find Settings on my Calendar, I touch an icon that has three vertical dots. These differences would be especially confusing for a new user (“Am I doing something wrong?”). In short, this looks like a nice guide if you own a Nexus, but it is too frustrating to learn from with my Samsung Galaxy S5. I think the title promises too much.

Several years ago, I needed to teach myself Excel and Access. I turned to this Teach Yourself Visually series of books. It didn’t teach me everything about these two programs, but it sure got me started. The bright pictures of the screens were the perfect learning tool for me. I’ve been using an Android tablet and recently broke down and started using a smart phone, also an Android but from another company. A lot of what I needed to know to use them was intuitive but some wasn’t. My friends seemed to be making better use of their smartphone in particular than I was. So I grabbed this book. I like it very much. This book would be good for a complete newbie or someone like me who knows the basic but has gaps in their knowledge. It will show you you’re way around the icons and screens, how to find settings, how to make a call--very elementary things. It answers more advanced questions like: What’s the easiest way to share a video? How do you backup the info on your phone? Depending on what your device is your screens may look a little different from what is presented here, but with two devices from different companies I had no trouble following alongâ “they’re both Androids. To sum up, this is a very easy way to learn what you don’t know about using Android phones or tablets. I recommend it.
My wife and I both have android phones ... her's an LG and mine a Samsung. Although both of us are fairly tech savy (she's has a degree in computer science and I'm an engineer), we've never taken the time to learn more than just the basics of our android smart phones, partly because we have several digital cameras, computers, video cams, and the like, and thus haven't seen the need to "learn" a new device. But our latest set of phones have become so comparatively powerful, we decided to become more serious about them.

I was pleased to be given the opportunity to review this book, the "Teach Yourself Visually Android Phones and Tablets", as part of the Vine program, as I find I learn better when text is combined with photos/diagrams of what the text is explaining. The book is broken out into chapters that explain specific topics, such as making calls, texting, transferring files, and so on. I feel that overall, the book delivers on what it promises, and is good for the novice to the person (like me) who generally knows how to work his phone but is missing a lot of its capabilities. My only complaint is that the book is based on the Google Nexus 5 phone, and I found that my phones’ menu’s didn’t always match up with the ones shown in the book. This wasn’t really a surprise as there are many, many types of Android phones and tablets, whose manufacturers tweak the Android OS a little for their products. The book was still very useful in that it explained what the capabilities of my phones were and generally showed me how to do things. And it wasn’t that hard to figure out where to find the stuff that wasn’t in the right place, so to speak.

Overall, this is a useful book for someone wanting to learn more about using their android device. Four stars.

I am a big fan of the ‘Teach Yourself Visually’ series. (We have several of the books.) I don’t like purely schematic instructions, and I don’t like the YouTube approach either, in which you see people doing things, but aren’t generally given much of a theoretical explanation. The ‘Teach Yourself Visually’ series is a good compromise: you get pictures and you get explanation.

I have the 2013 version of this book. The 2015 version doesn’t add a whole lot, but it does add some updates. On the other hand, the earlier edition is no less useful than it was before, and I will happily pass it on to a friend who is just now making the move from IOS to Android.
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